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focal to children and hardly unanimous (Taylor, 1978, p. 271), the
disaster specialist tends to endorse professional intervention and
advocate its application soon after the experience (Wilkinson,
1985). Early intervention is endorsed because behavioral and
affective dysfunctions tend to surface among children within hours
after the disaster (Boatright, 1985, p. 138).

As a result,

failure to intervene may perpetuate conditions which, in theory,
might foster incubation or the enhancement of conditioned anxiety
into anxiety disorder pathologies,

particularly phobias (Eysenck,

1976; Seligman, 1971) or post-traumatic stress disorder
(Frederick, 1985, pp. 112-113).

These positions derive more from

judgement and opinion than from the limited body of systematic
research with child disaster victims.

Even within that data base

methodological differences yield substantial discrepancies in
reported incidence of disaster-linked psychopathology (Perry,
1979).

Most of our knowledge about child anxiety disorders

remains little more than an extrapolation from the greater body of
cumulative work with adults (Morris & Kratochwill, 1983, p. 144).
The adult literature advises that clients are more likely to
accept interventions if we obscure the mental health character of
those services and offer them in ways that differ from their
traditional application (Farberow & Frederick, 1978). Given the
difficulty in rapidly instating and making victims aware of such
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These

individuals included three female public school counselors and
five psychology graduate students in counseling and clinical
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training programs,two male and three female.

All were trained at

the Masterls degree level or its equivalent.

In addition, a

female volunteer assisted in administering fear survey pre-tests.
Each of the professionals volunteering was the leader of groups of
students assembled for psychological services in numbers ranging
from six to fifteen persons.
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Results and Discussion
A

to~al

.ssis~ance
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s~udents

were referred for psychological

and some reliable trends did emerge. There were more

females(104)

~han males(7~)

and more younger students (elementary
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were referred than older ones (middle school, n=30).
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from

elementary level female

referrals and 50% of the elementary level male referrals were only
slightly affected by the storm.

Obviously, parents were more

cautious and concerned with storm effects on younger female
children regardless of the known impact while older children tend
to be referred only when the adverse impact of the storm was well
established and more marked.
The above constitute secondary elements of the analysis.

The

major impetus to this study involved issues of timing and mental
health labeling.

In contrast to our speculations, all of the 183

students were from schools given a traditional mental health
characterization of the intervention.

Even more striking, 181 of

those students were referred out of the schools for whom the
solicitations were delayed.

Clearly, generalizations endorsing

avoidance of a mental health emphasis were not supported by the
present findings.

Nei~he~

did

~hese

findings follow most

speculations about the importance of earlier timing.

Taken at
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face value, these results would seem to refute and even directly
contradict conventional wisdom.

Not a single referral emerged

from the school system given early information about assistance
that avoided mental health labels.

At the same time, there was

also a highly limited response from the system given early
information that did not guise its mental health character.
Despite those findings, there is ample basis for caution.

Only

the responsive school system's written communications with parents
could be directly verified as following the intended mental health
emphasis.

The remaining systems used oral announcements that may

or may not have retained the intended character.

In the absence

of a manipulation check or some confirmation that the intended
characterizations were actually implemented, the two systems that
were unresponsive may well have been so solely on the basis of the
lesser enthusiasm felt by the school contacts for those systems.
In view of the findings, it certainly seems possible that those
indicating the services' availability to parents in the
unresponsive schools simply failed to vigorously solicit
referrals.

Conversely, the responsive school system's personnel

seemed enthusiastic from the outset and it is this differential
enthusiasm for the assistance that, in this investigator's view,
constitutes the most plausible account.

Given the questionable

I

manipulations, inferences about timing and mental health emphasis
must await future replications of these comparisons.
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